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Purpose of the Presentation
Solicit your feedback on:
- Guiding Principles of the Study
- Purpose of MBTA rail service

Outline the project schedule
Identify Advisory Committee representative

Project Goal
Leverage the MBTA’s extensive commuter rail network to best meet
the transportation and economic growth needs of the region.

Guiding Principles
Comments on
Project Goal or
Guiding
Principles?

1. Match service with the growing and changing needs of the
region
2. Enhance economic vitality
3. Improve the passenger experience
4. Help the Commonwealth achieve its climate change resiliency
targets
5. Maximize return on investment (financial stewardship)

Overarching Assumptions


Cost Considerations

Vision will not be financially constrained, but
must be implementable



Motive Power and Rolling Stock

Vision will evaluate new technologies, fleets,
full electrification



Tradeoffs

Vision will explore alternatives with tradeoffs



Geographic Scope

Vision will focus primarily on the existing
system



Fare and Parking Policies

Vision will be coordinated with Fare Policy and
Parking efforts, but will not lead those discussions



Management and Oversight

Vision will assume current management and
oversight structure

How Ideas will be Considered
Ideas Developed

Qualitative Screening:
Do ideas meet one or
more of the Guiding
Principles? If yes…

Long List of Ideas

Tier 1 Evaluation:
Uses sketch models to
evaluate ideas against
Guiding Principles

8 Service
Alternatives

Tier 2 Evaluation:
Uses traditional
ridership and operations
analysis models

The Vision

Key Guiding Question:

What are the Purposes of MBTA Rail Service?
1.

Reduce highway congestion, auto emissions, and
VMT by focusing on long-distance trips?

Doing all of
these = $$$$
Prioritizing some
trip types over
others =

2.

Provide service in the inner core that operates
more like rapid transit?

3.

Enable access to Boston’s employment pool for
job clusters beyond the inner core by focusing on

Tradeoffs

reverse commutes?
4.

Support economic development in the Gateway
Cities and other urban areas outside of the inner
core by focusing schedules/service levels on
needs of those communities?
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Guiding Question 1:

Reduce highway
congestion, auto emissions,
and VMT by focusing on
long-distance trips?

Guiding Question in Practice

Service Concept – Express, Long-Distance Trips

Tradeoffs:
• Residents in outer edge of service
area can more easily access
opportunity in Boston
• Encourages mode shift away from
driving for longest trips
• Could reduce service for smaller
stations closer into Boston

Now You Weigh In!
To what extent should the Rail Vision focus on replacing

61%

longer auto trips and help to address the climate change
resiliency targets of the Commonwealth?
36%

A. This is the primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system
B.

This is an important secondary goal, but not the
primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system

4%

C. This should not be a focus of the MBTA Rail system
A.

B.

C.
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Guiding Question 2:
Provide service in inner
core that operates more
like rapid transit?

Guiding Question in Practice
Service Concept – Urban Rail

Tradeoffs:
• More frequent, quicker, and more
reliable service for inner core
communities with transit supportive
land use
• Relieve congestion on MBTA bus
and subway service
• Could lengthen travel times for
communities farther out

Now You Weigh In!
50%

To what extent should the Rail Vision be trying to solve the
mobility challenges of the urban core?
A. This is the primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system
B.

25%

25%

This is an important secondary goal, but not the
primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system

C. This should not be a focus of the MBTA Rail system

A.

B.

C.
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on reverse commutes?
4.

Support economic development in the Gateway
Cities and other urban areas outside of the inner
core by focusing schedules/service levels on
needs of those communities?

Guiding Question 3:

Enable access to Boston’s
employment pool for job
clusters beyond the inner
core by focusing on reverse
commutes?

Guiding Question in Practice

Service Concept – Reverse
(and other Non-Traditional) Commute

Tradeoffs:
• Recognizes the role transit can play
in supporting regional job growth
• Helps suburban job clusters attract
Boston’s talent pool
• Ideal schedules for suburban
centers may come at expense of
Boston-oriented schedules

Now You Weigh In!
To what extent should the Rail Vision try to address the
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region’s non-traditional trip patterns?
A. This is the primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system
B.

This is an important secondary goal, but not the

30%

primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system
7%

C. This should not be a focus of the MBTA Rail system

A.

B.

C.
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Guiding Question 4:

Support economic
development in the
Gateway Cities and other
urban areas outside of the
inner core by focusing
schedules/service levels on
needs of those
communities?

Guiding Question in Practice

Service Concept – Schedule and Service Level Focus
on Gateway Cities and Other Urban Areas Outside
of the Inner Core

Worcester

Tradeoffs:
• Recognizes transit-friendly
communities are not solely
clustered around Boston
• Towns with less off-peak ridership
today could see less service

Boston

Now You Weigh In!
To what extent should the Rail Vision focus on scheduling

44%

44%

and service needs in the designated Gateway Cities and
other urban areas outside of the inner core as a means to
spur economic development?
A. This is the primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system
B.

11%

This is an important secondary goal, but not the
primary purpose of the MBTA Rail system

C. This should not be a focus of the MBTA Rail system

A.

B.

C.

Pulling it All Together
Think quick! Which of the following guiding questions is
most important to you, and/or your community?
Doing all of
these = $$$$
Prioritizing some
trip types over
others =
Tradeoffs

A.

Reduce highway congestion, auto emissions,
and VMT by focusing on long-distance trips?

B.

Provide service in the inner core that operates
more like rapid transit?

C.

Enable access to Boston’s employment pool for
job clusters beyond the inner core by focusing
on reverse commutes?

D.

Support economic development in the Gateway
Cities and other urban areas outside of the
inner core by focusing schedules/service levels
on needs of those communities?
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Pulling it All Together
Think quick! Which of the following guiding principles is
most important to you, and/or your community?
A.

Match service with the growing and changing needs of
the region

B.

Enhance economic vitality

C.

Improve the passenger experience

D.

Help the Commonwealth achieve its resiliency targets

E.

Maximize return on investment (financial stewardship)
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Tell us About Yourself!
Which of the MAPC subregions do you represent?
A.

Inner Core Committee

B.

North Shore Task Force

C.

25%

21%

North Suburban Planning Council

18%

D. Minuteman Advisory Group on Interlocal Coordination
E.

MetroWest Regional Collaborative

F.

South West Advisory Planning Committee

14%

11%

G. Three Rivers Interlocal Council
H. South Shore Coalition
I.

Outside of MAPC Region

J.

Other
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Future Outreach and Briefings
• Rail Vision Team will provide regular project updates and seek input at
key project milestones (identified below)

Stakeholder input – FMCB, Advisory Committee, Commuter Rail Communities Coalition, and other specific stakeholder outreach

Project Contacts & Website
Scott Hamwey
Manager of Transit Planning
MassDOT Office of Transportation Planning
Scott.Hamwey@state.ma.us
857-368-9800

Project Website
www.MBTA.com/rail-vision

